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My campaigns 

Survivor Support In Progress 

I am currently sorting out the little details, such as putting on events and getting a blog started. I 

have received some posters from NAPAC to put up around the university - i just need to meet 

with counselling and wellbeing again to make sure i can still use their wellbeing walls for this 

information. Conversations have begun in the relevant areas of the SU to begin creating a brand 

and some events being put in the calendar.  

 

Sustainability - aka saving the world one student at a time In Progress 

This is ongoing - much like the climate crisis - with hopefully some more conversations with the 

GIS to see where we can collaborate and the sustainability society to see if there are any events 

we could do together/ how can we support each other in this. Researching other SUs initiatives 

to get ideas - the crisp packet recycling needs more sign posting so i want to see if that is 

possible. 

 

FSE - unhappy students make unhappier lecturers In Progress 

Based upon the countless meetings i have had with my faculty (FEC, FPT, etc) there is some clear 

tension between staff and students - especially in regards to student feedback (which at times is 

non-existent). Hopefully i can begin conversations with students on how they feel about various 

feedback forms and why there is a lack of engagement in these; this could be the beginning to 

solving an issue in the faculty and hopefully leads to positive changes. 

 

Other relevant updates 
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I have been phasing back into work after having some time off for Mental Health issues, so 

please bare with me in getting back to people and organising myself. I will be starting to block 

out an hour a day (hopefully) to get out and chat to students so PLEASE encourage them to come 

and have a chat or message me to sort out meeting for a coffee and a chilled catch up. FEC was 

uneventful and there is nothing to report, other than Em was amazing. 

 


